Exercise 1

Topic: “I need a book on patient education and treating adults with diabetes.”

Write in the appropriate connector below (and/or/not) between each major concept.

Patient education ___________ adults ____________ diabetes

List those term(s) below that you would truncate using the truncation symbol (*).

Exercise 2

Topic: “I need a book about the environmental threats to Atlantic Salmon populations, but not those Salmon populations in Great Britain.”

Write in the appropriate connector below (and/or/not) between each major concept.

Atlantic Salmon ______________ environment ______________ threats ______________Great Britain

List those term(s) below that you would truncate using the truncation symbol (*).

Exercise 3

Topic: “I need a book about the use of standardized testing in education nationwide, but especially as it is used in Maine.”

Write in the appropriate connector below (and/or/not) between each major concept.

Education ___________ standardized testing ____________ Maine

List those term(s) below that you would truncate using the truncation symbol (*).